The ultimate durable skid resisting asphalt:
A623 Sparrowpit, near Buxton

Product: ULTIGRIP
Client: DERBYSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
Surfacing Contractor: TARMAC CONTRACTING
Location A623, SPARROWPIT, NEAR BUXTON
Completion JUNE 2018

THE CHALLENGE
This section of High Friction Surfacing
(HFS) on the A623 at Sparrowpit,
Near Buxton was failing and in need
of replacement. The tight radius of the
bend combined with the steep
gradient and frequent use by bus and
HGV traffic, meant very high stresses
for the road surface. This had
resulted in delamination of the HFS
and damage to the underlying surface
course. The client, Derbyshire County
Council, were keen to explore a long
term solution. Ideally this would need
to be implemented without the
multiple road closures required by a
conventional surface course and HFS
approach.

OUR SOLUTION
While discussing the available
options, Tarmac suggested using
ULTIGRIP, their innovative skidresisting asphalt. ULTIGRIP uses an
advanced clear pigmented binder and
bauxite aggregate, resulting in a
tough, textured finish with a
comparable skid resistance to
conventional High Friction Surfacing
(HFS). Since it is laid as a combined
surface course and skid resisting
surface, it can be laid quickly within a
single road closure. It also avoids the
common delamination problems
associated with HFS. Using an Ultilow
‘low temperature’ binder course also
helped to compress programme
times, as the binder course would
reach target temperature and could
be over-laid sooner.

RESULTS AND BENEFITS
As planned, the old surface was
planed out to a depth of 100mm and
60mm of AC 20 DBC was laid,
followed by 40mm of ULTIGRIP.
Around 110 tonnes of ULTIGRIP was
used in a dark grey colour. Both layers
were completed in a single night, with
minimal disruption to road users.
Traditional high friction surfaces
typically need to be replaced every 2-3
years. Given the history of this site this
would mean a frequent replacement.
ULTIGRIP has a proven record of
performance including at a similar site
at Rowsley on the A6 between
Bakewell and Matlock. It has been
typically shown to last up to three
times longer than HFS, meaning
expected savings in whole life cost
and reduced future road closures.
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